Guernsey’s Tasty Walks

Click on the titles to access the downloadable guides.

**Seafront, bombings and historic gardens**

Discover the history of one of the prettiest harbours in Europe and choose from the array of restaurants and cafés there. Find out who carved the name of his mistress into a wall at the top of the tower.

**Witches, castles and famous French writers**

Rife with witchcraft superstition, Guernsey’s past comes alive in this walk around St Peter Port.

**Secret Coves, rugged cliffs and Renier’s bay**

A long walk around the picturesque south coast, inspiration for Renoir. A slice of Guernsey Gâche is a must whilst you’re there!

**Forts, shipwrecks and ancient settlements**

Wander the sandy beaches of the west coast with plenty of forts and wildlife havens dotted between the hotels, pubs and cafés on the way.

**Beautiful bays, castles and towers**

Taste local Beanjar soup as you make your way around the ancient dolmens and harbours of the north and east.

**Nature trails, historic gardens and woods**

Begin with a Guernsey cream tea at Saumarez Park and set yourself up for a walk on the west coast following the nature trail to Cobo Bay.

**A rural stroll reveals a unique chapel**

View one of Guernsey’s favourite attractions, The Little Chapel, with its shell and pottery coating on this inland walk. Plenty of country pubs and inns off the beaten track for the weary traveller.

**Ancient Watering Holes, a Grand Manor House**

Get to know the spooky tales and floral fortunes of St Martin’s parish. Learn about the island’s cattle and perhaps sample a delicious dairy cream tea or ice cream whilst overlooking the south coast cliffs.

**Walk in the footsteps of Les Misérables! Author Victor Hugo**

Check out the seafront curiosity and antique shops mentioned by the author in his novel ‘Les Travailleurs de la Mer’ before heading to his home of 15 years. You’ll be spoilt for choice for eateries on the way!

**If you’d like to discover some of the walks on the other Bailiwick islands, ask our team for details on island hopping.**

**Alderney: Fascinating architecture, migrant birds and coastal views**

Take a day trip and discover Alderney’s secrets. Although this walk is scheduled for 1 1/2 hours, you could extend it by taking the day to enjoy the gift shops in the cobbled streets of St Anne and extra time at some of the wildlife havens and historical forts.

**Occupation memories and smugglers’ tales**

Stop at Le Gouffre cliff top café as you learn of the local smugglers haunts.

**Following nature’s own trail**

Take a picnic and enjoy the natural environment around St Saviour’s reservoir or venture over to the nearby west coast for a beach front meal after your walk where bistros, bars and restaurants are a plenty.

**Sark: Island views, stunning scenery and historical interests**

Sark is a paradise for walkers and food lovers with stunning scenery, including the iconic La Coupée, (a narrow footpath connecting Sark to Little Sark) and plenty of eateries on the way. Alternatively order a picnic from the main village and discover some of the bathing pools and beaches.

**Herm: Sandy beaches, cliff walks and ancient pathways**

The title says it all but can’t prepare you for the beauty of this tiny island. White sand and turquoise waters hide an ancient and fascinating history whilst the island restaurants, cafes and pubs will offer some of the freshest locally caught seafood.

Click on the titles to access the downloadable guides.